Powerwand
Directions
We give a ﬂip.

The basic instructions for the Powerwand are simple; turn it on and state your intentions. Just place it on a
table with the crystal end down. Pull off the metal cap. Flip the switch on the powerbox toward the LED light.
It will ﬂash when operating. A battery is included. Replace the cover, place it with the crystal end up and it’s
ready for programming.
I hold my right hand over the Powerwand’s crystal when I make my intentions. but I don’t think that’s a
requirement. I’m pretty sure you would have the same good results if you put the Powerwand under your
foot, either one. Or in the next room. The point of this is the ritual aspect. And making a connection with the
Powerwand. When we follow a ritual when making intentions we are making much stronger intentions. The
Hindus use prayer wheels that spin and their vibrations carry the prayers into and through the Ether, which is
everywhere, at once. It’s a similar thing we are doing, just using a much higher-tech tool.
Also, I state out-loud my intentions as I feel there’s more power there. You can make as many intentions as you
want, the universe can accommodate. The Powerwand will broadcast your intent as long as it’s turned on and
the battery is well. If the battery dies or the unit is turned off, you need to program it again. The Powerwand is
like a little broadcasting radio, only it sends out your intentions instead of just your voice.
We don’t run them with wall current transformers because the 60Hz freq screws it up. Don Croft taught me
this many years ago. The bad frequency bleeds through and ruins the 15HZ signal. Buy cheap 9 volt batteries
at The Dollar Store, 99 Cent Store, etc.
Once you’ve programmed your Powerwand you don’t need to have it on your person, or even nearby. It is literally
a Succor Punch on steroids and is so powerful you can leave it home and you will remain mentally connected
to the device, at any distance. If you set your programming in the morning, as the day goes by, whenever you
remember the intentions, think of your Powerwand, see it in your mind and give the program a mental boost.
Re-affirm the intentions in your mind, boosting the message’s strength.
There are other ways to program the Powerwand. You can type your intentions on paper and wrap it around it or
place it under your Powerwand. That works. Doing this along with vocal intentioning is probably most effective.
It’s all ritual, which powerfully boosts what you’re doing. You can devise your own rituals, methodology. You
should. The point is that your intentions, through your will, is being broadcast into the Ether (everywhere) via
the scaler wave produced by the Succor Punch. That’s it.
Experiment. Try different rituals until you become comfortable with it, I think you’ll know when that moment
arrives.
Batteries last about two weeks, you should check your battery every few days when running intention programs.
If I were to give any advice, it would be to wish no harm. If you are plagued by negative entities, sending
them love is what messes with them the best. Sending unconditional love from your heart chakra, through a
Powerwand is very, very powerful.
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